




CatchUp - the app about fun, friends and parties. 



Our primary objective is a creation of organic and safe ecosystem, where users can share 
their real life activities with friends, so they can meet each other and continue 

communication. 
 

As so, we have developed and tested a number of systems and approaches, both 
implemented in the current version of the application and planned for future releases.  



We made this project in will to see technologies unite people, making space for a real life in 
an endless stream of information. 





At a base level, CatchUp users can visit friends' activities and share their own. 



To share an activity, user record a short video story about 
current moment. 



The user's friends receive a push notification with a new 
activity, and also see it on the map and in their chat tab. 



Friends can watch the story and join an activity by sending a 
greeting. After approval, they can call a taxi to the activity 

address. 





For a bigger fun, users can create public activities that are 
visible to: 
 
• friends of the user's friends 
• anyone (experimental feature) 
 



Thus, a natural sphere of interactions and activities is organized around each 
member of the community, determined by his social circle. We call it the multiverse. 







The most important factor during such interactions and acquaintances is the feeling of 
security and transparency, for which we have implemented the following mechanics. 



An invite-only registration and reputation systems is 
designed to keep out unreliable community members, making 

communication easy. 



Video greetings and a list of common friends allow you to select 
who will participate in public events. 



The exact address and coordinates of an activity are 
hidden from users until their participation is approved and 

exist only until the activity ended. 



Users can manage friends circles and create events that 
are not visible for anyone. 



Video stories about past activities are automatically hidden 
from chats and profiles after 7 days. 



While the situation with COVID is dangerous, a special bot helps to 
contain the epidemic. 





The final element of our ecosystem is the planned activities based on the presented 
mechanics. 

 
This module is in development 



Also, there is a place for a business in CatchUp. 



Companies can also share their scheduled and live activities on the map, using a 
separate advertising interface. 

 
This module is in development 



Try CatchUp with your friends!  
 

Receive your invitation at: 
catchup.app 


